
It’s the best concert I’ve ever been to.
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Have you ever been to any concerts?

If yes, which concert do you think is the best and why?

If not, whose concert would you like to go to?
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Daily Expression

Grammar Focus It’s the best + noun + I’ve ever + past participle

It’s the best concert I’ve ever been to.
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A B C D



1. It’s the best concert I’ve ever been to. 

2. It’s the best food I’ve ever tasted.

3. It’s the best movie I’ve ever seen.

4. It’s the best song I’ve ever heard.
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P1 P2

P3 P4
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Naoto: 

Tom: 

Naoto: 

Tom:

Naoto: 

Tom:

That concert was awesome.

Yeah. I really had fun.

It’s the best concert I’ve ever been to.

What did you like most about it?

Well, the performance was fantastic.

I couldn’t agree more.

• How was the concert?

• What did Naoto say 

about the concert?

• What did Naoto like 

most about the concert? 

Questions: 
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It’s the best + noun + I ‘ve ever + past participle

concert

food 

movie

song

It’s the best +

been to.

tasted.

seen.

heard.

+ I’ve ever +
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It’s the best                                                             .1

(meusum) (I, visit)

museum I’ve ever visited

It’s the best                                                             .2

(ieomv) (I, watch)

It’s the best                                                             .3

(tsorp) (I, play)

It’s the best                                                             .4

(bucsejt) (I, study)

It’s the best                                                             .5

(etp) (I, have)
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A B

Author: It's the best book…

Cleaner: It's the best room…

Student: It's the best lesson…

Photographer: It’s the best photo…

Chef: It's the best food…

1

2

3

4

5

…I've ever learned.

…I've ever cooked.

…I've ever written.

…I've ever cleaned.

…I’ve ever taken.

A

B

C

D

E



You are a happy and satisfied customer. 

Write a review for each item.
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Standard Bicycle with Basket

You

_______________________
_______________________

Excellent!

You

_______________________
_______________________

Awesome!

Classic Acoustic Guitar

You

_______________________
_______________________

Great!

Floral-Printed Polo Shirt

Pancake with Strawberries and Cream

You

_______________________
_______________________

Delicious!

You

_______________________
_______________________

Helpful!

English Dictionary

You

_______________________
_______________________

Amazing!

15.6’’ Laptop

It’s the best bicycle I’ve ever

ridden! 


